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a sumptuous auditorium and a lit stage ; and visitors are
pardonably baffled by that devastated area, by the pro-
tracted and not yet successful efforts of the gigantic daughter
of the West to complete her toilet. One was a shade em-
barrassed by the encounter, as though a nervous traveller
should come on a large (and undeniably attractive) young
woman doing her hair up in the corridor, her lovely mouth
still full of pins. Here is a city that can erect an office-
building forty storeys high in three months. Yet its lake-
front, the brightest jewel in its civic crown, remains a
wilderness of stone-heaps. One hates to feel (but what
other answer is there ?) that private profit can move moun-
tains, while public works wander uncertainly through a
labyrinth of railway-franchises and municipal contracts.
But there are consolations.   For official ingenuity has
found a way to gratify the sense of beauty without undue
exertion or expense.   Along the scarred and battered front,
that is sometimes more reminiscent of bombardment than of
town-planning, a line of bill-boards announces the projected
embellishments on the simple principles of Elizabethan
scenery.   One had seen actors in unduly scholarly revivals
vainly endeavouring to perform with dignity before a
clothes-horse simply ticketed " This is a castle " ; and the
same chaste expedient compels Chicago to trail its incom-
parable robes of beauty across a stage where, in default of
other scenery, we read " This is a foot-bridge/'   Hardly
just to a sublime performance, the device applies the prin-
ciples of M. Cou6 to town-planning and might, with advan-
tage, be employed in other contexts.   For how deep our
thanks, if memorial committees were to hold their pious
hands and substitute for unlovely heroes prancing on un-
likely steeds a simple notice-board bearing the chaste
inscription " This is General Bloggs."
But larger questions lie behind the regular beauty of
Chicago's lake-side profile. For the whole riddle of the
American future is asked (though scarcely answered) by the
alien litter of Maxwell Street. What is the eventual

